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Thanks to its geography, Italy is home to many dangerous volcanoes. There are nearly a 
dozen explosive mountains across the country, including Vesuvius and Etna.  

But Colli Albani, the series of volcanic hills outside Rome, turns out to be a hidden danger. 
This volcano seemed dead. In all of human history, there was no record that it had erupted, or 
exploded.  

Then in the 1990s, scientists noticed that the hills were growing taller, and an earthquake 
shook the ground. Puffs of carbon dioxide leaked out of cracks in the earth, killing nearby 
animals. Scientists started to explore the area. They found evidence that 11 explosions had 
occurred over the last 600,000 years. The findings showed that the volcano was not dead, 
only temporarily asleep. 

In a new study, Italian scientist Fabrizio Marra suggests that Colli Albani is now waking up. 
The volcano is near the city of Rome and several towns. As a result, scientists are concerned 
that it might explode. They are taking a closer look to see how dangerous the volcano might 
be. 

Findings Show Volcano Is Alive 

Marra's team collected samples of ash and lava from six past eruptions. They sent the 
samples to scientist Brian Jicha. Jicha then measured radiation from the samples to find out 
how old they are. His dates suggest that the volcano's explosions happen at regular intervals. 
The most recent series happened about every 31,000 years. But the last blast was 36,000 
years ago. This suggests that the volcano might erupt again soon, Marra said. 

There is other evidence to support his theory. New data from satellites and other sources 
shows the hills have grown larger over the last 200,000 years. This growth is likely caused by 
underground magma pushing up toward the surface. 

It is "pretty clear" that the volcano is not dead, said Alberto Malinverno. He is a scientist, 
though he did not work on Marra's research. 

Marra thinks that Colli Albani has not erupted lately because of changes in the land. The land 
has been pushed together over time, trapping the magma underground. Over time, the 
pressure of the magma has increased. 

“It’s like you’re baking a cake and a bubble develops in the cake,” Malinverno said. “You can 
see that the crust in the surface at some point is going to split.” 



Someday Magma Will Reach Surface 

This underground pressure has probably already opened up new pathways. These will 
eventually allow magma to reach the surface. Then, the volcano will explode, settle down, and 
return to its sleeping state. Then the cycle begins again. 

Marra’s findings suggest that the system's magma chambers are filling up. But that still takes 
thousands of years to lead to an explosion, Marra said.  

“It is important to say that there is no sign at the moment that an eruption could happen 
soon,” he said. “For at least 1,000 to 2,000 years, such an event is very unlikely.” 

Not every scientist agrees that the volcano is active again. Inactive volcanoes can still show 
signs of volcanic unrest, scientist Guido Giordano said. Even without new magma entering 
the system, the old magma can continue to heat the ground above. This leads to poisonous 
gas seeping out of the ground. It can also make the ground become deformed. 

Scientists Urge Caution 

Giordano says all findings must be double-checked before "we can reach the conclusion that 
there is evidence of unrest." At the moment, he said he sees no other signs of new magma 
entering the system. This suggests to him that Colli Albani is not going to explode soon. 

Marra and Giordano do not agree about the current state of the volcano. However, they both 
said it is unstable and dangerous. Therefore, scientists need to watch it closely.  

“I think the most important conclusion is not to go into a panic about the future of 
Rome," Malinverno said. However, he warned that scientists need to pay attention to the area 
and study it with care. 

 


